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l, The nature of the Process. 

Here I investigate a phonological process ~hich assimilates 
a consonant to some of the properties of a nearby vowel. It'm9st 
commonly ta.lees the form of an assimilation to the position c:~~§~J. 
Hovever, there are also cases of dental palatalization, in which 
the consonant is already [-back] and assumes only the feature [+high]. 

There are several conditions on the application of this process. 
I vill discuss first hierarchies of environments which condition 
the application of the process. I will then discuss restrictions 
a.rising from the assimilatory nature of palatalization, and finally 
I will discuss the relation of palatalization to rule opacity. 

It seems to me that the palatalization process is restricted 
by the following hierarchies. 

(l) a.. b. [-r~und ] 

[ +r~und ] 

The arrows point toward more· favored environments. In the most  
favored form of the rule the environment is the glide j; the rule  
is less favored with i, still·less withe, etc.· Palatalization  
before e implies palntalization before i,l In other words there  
is no language with a rule  

(2) C -+ C' I e 

Of course, if a language has no high front vowel or r,,,lide such a  
rule may ostensibly appear; but if high front vowels occur, rule  
(2) may not hold in the language. The hierarchy in (lb) is to be 
read as meaning that palatalization before a rounded vo~el implies 
palatalization berore the corresponding unrounded vowel. If a 
language has palatalization before y, it will also have palatalization 
before i. (lb) is not intended to mean that palatalization before 
a rounded front vowel implies palatalization before all unrounded 
front vowels. A language may have palatalization before i and y but 

.not before e, This is appe.rent.ly the case vith Chinese, as ;;e 
shall see belov. 
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Zwicky (1972) discusses a.case of a phonological hierarchy in 
English, with evidence for tbe hierarchy drawn from e. number of 
rules. The hierarchy in (1), however~ does not seem to have cross-
rule generality, but is relevant only to the process discussed 
here. Of course, (1) has an obvious phonetic plausibility. 
P&la.tal.iza.tion is assimilation to a high front position. j ia closest 
to this position, i lesa close, e even leas close. For phonologice.1 
evidence for the hierarchy we have to examine languages which 
exhibit palatalization (as an active rule)2 and. shov that: (a) all 
languages conform to the hierarchy, (b) apparent coW1terexamples 
can be reanalyzed so that they con:f'orm to the proposed condition. 

tiow, some exa.mples of the process in unrelated languages. 
Lukorf (1945} presents evidence th~t in Korean there is a rule 

... 
(3) s + s / _. {i, e} 

Data from Lounsbury (1953) indicates ·that in Oneida.there 1$ a rule 

(4) s + s / d 

Hodge (1947) states that in Hausa, t + c, s + s, v + j, 
z + J before i and e, This is a palatal shift, but simple 
pe.latalization also oocurst the environment being {j~ i, e}, 

Lightner (1972:ch. l) mentions that in Russian there is 
motivation for.the following rules: 

..... .,. .,.(5) k, g, X C, Z, S I front vowel 

(6) C 4 C sharpJ / front vowel 

These examples conform. to the hierarchy mentioned above. I shall  
discuss the reanalysis of counterexamples later.  

· The distinction between rounded and unr~unded vowels seems to 
play a part in restrictions on pe.la.te.lization. One of the highly 
favored environments for palatalization is the high i'ront vowel i. 
Now if this is a highly favored environment we might expect that the 
front rounded vovel y would be also. I think it is fair to say 
that front rounded vowels are quite unlikely envirorunents for the 
rule. Consider the case of French, At a very early date Latin u 
became y. Subsequently, F+ench palataJ.ized cert~in consonants 
before i, For example, regime [rezimJ arises i'rom a Latin stem 
/reg/! so that g has shifted to z. But this has not happened.in 
the vord regula.rite CregylariteJ, where the velar stood before a 
rounded front vowel. Many similar examples can be constructed ror 
French. The point is that Ye know pa.latal fo:r,nation operated 
before i, but not before y. The ·reature C round) must therefore 
be relevant to a statement of restrictions on the process. 

The restriction due to rounding cannot be an absolute one, 
because there are languages where palatalization has occurred before 
.front rounded vovels, Popperwell (1963) states that in I'io:rwegian 
.5. is pronounced (JJ and!_ is pronounced Cs] initially before i, y, 
and ei. The orthograplly indicates that there was a velar at an 
earlier stage of the language which has since shirted to a palatal 
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· point of articulation. If historical ualatalization is involved 
here, it appears that y was one of the~ environments.3 Bjorkhagen 
(1948)'- states that in Swedish fi is pronounced as CjJ and k is 
pronounoed as t~J before orthographic i, e, !, y_, .§. (phonetically 
CiJ, C&J, C~J, CyJ, and CreJ, respectively). Examples are kemi 
Ccemi:l 'ohemistry', ~ C~rJ 1dear 1 , kedja. tcedja.J 'cha.in'. The 
cognates Eng, chemistrl, Lat. carus 'dear' indicate an original k 
in initial position. Notice also that skis pronounced C9J before 
.!_, ~. ¥_, !, ~- I do not know if there are synchronic processes 
involved, but it appears that historically certain consonants were 
palatalized before rounded vowels. 

Cheng (1968) 9 in his discussion of palatalization in Chinese, 
indicates that it operates before a high front vowel, either rounded 
or unrounded, It appears that both the velar series and the dental 
sibilanis are merged into palatals. The palatalization rule is: 

(T) C= Cheng's rule (83)J 

k, k', x -+ t$<,, t~', t;, I _ high front V 

Another rule creating palatals is: 

(8) C= Cheng's rule (84)J 

c. c', s + t,;;,, t~', Ip I high front V 

Chang raises the possibility that his rule (83) might be no  
longer operative in Modern Mandarin, but rejects this possibility  
because of the shift of velars to palatals in a secret language  
observed by Chao:  

Moreover, in the system of a secret la.neua.ge which 
breaks every syllable with initial-final I+ Finto 
Iai + kF (e.g. CpeiJ ~ Cpai - keiJ), the [kJ becomes 
Ct ~J when the final begins with e. high :front. vowel'. 
ns Cmil -i- tmei-t~iJ. (48) 

.Although both (83) e.nd (84) correspond to historical chanres in 
Mandarin, Cheng m~ntions support only for (83) as a synchronic rule; 
it is therefore not certain that (84) still exists in the language.q 
In any event it is clear in this example that palatalization operates 
before the front rounded vowel y.5 

While there are cases where'palatalization occurs before a front 
rou.~ded vowel, in every1iuch case pnlatalization also operates before 
the corresponding front vowel of the same height. Th~ restriction 
imposed by rounding is nona.bsolute and unidirectional (i.e. a 
rounded vowel in the environment implies nn unrounded vowel in the 
environment, but an unrounded vowel in the environment implies 
nothing about whether there is or is not a corresponding rounded 
vowel in the enviroronent}. The nonabsolute and unidirectional nature 
of the restriction lea.9,s me to believe that it shoul·d be expressed 
by the hierarchy given in (lb). 
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2. R!3,M1,e.ll.,s,is of Co,:unterexamPles.  

}fymtll1 (1970) mentions that there is a rule in Nupe:  

(9) C -+ c~ 

There a.re, hovever, occurrences or palata.:!..ized consonants before 
a. We then need to extent the environment of the rule to __{i, e, n.}, 
a contradiction to the hierarchy represented by (la}. 

It turns out that underlying~ and o are neutralized to a, and 
only vhere there is an underlying & do palatalized consonants appear 
oefore a. The rule is: 

(10) C -+- C1 / ~ u} 
liupe does not contradict the expectation that palatalization occurs 
in the environ.ment of [-back] segments. 

A particularly interesting exruuple is given in Wescott {1965), 
where certain rast-speech phenomena shed light on the operation of 
the process. ln Bini the i,,c.igments "' c, J, " s, ...z apl)ear only at certuin 
speech te.n.pos, There is a rule, which I will call Palatal Formation, 
in which {z, j-} + z, {s,. rh} + ;, {d, g} + J, {t, k} -.. c.6 
The question here is t.he conditioning environment. Wescott r;uy:, thut z results from prevocalic zi and Ji.'( It looks as if Palatal F'orme.tion 
applies before an i,after which i drops. For exw:aple, esia.sio nt 
lo.; opeed appears as eie.so ftt high speed. S01ne relevent exr.unples: 

(11} rate l rate 4 ra.te 7 gloss_ 

a.. ekuabo ekue.bo ekwnbo upper arm ... igiorlua. ieio 1 a iJa.? wate:r-ya.:m... ... 
c. esiasio esiasio esaso Bristlebill (a. bird} 
d. esoosi esosi csi? church 
e, ibieka ibieke. ibjeka children 

Wescott gives Beven different speech rates and their associated 
characteristics. The importri.nt ones here a.re 

(12) 6. Hu.lTied: i, u -•... j .J. w before vowels 
7. Slurred: c, J, s, z appear 

One might imagine a d•:!'i vo.tion for form ( llc) as follows: csiasio 
~ esiasio ~ esaso, I would like to propose, however, that the rule 
of Palatal Formation has the environment j, B~fore this rule 
npplies the:re is another rule of Glide Formation: 

(13) r+voe J-cons [-vocJ I VL+high 

The Glide Fo:rm~tion ri..:J.c becomes operative at rate 6. :orms {lla) 
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and (lie) shov the operation of this rule. We know that Glide 
Formation is needed e.nd operates at fast speed, I would then propose 
the derivation9 

Underlying Representation esiaaio 
Glide Formation e~j!sjo 
Palatal Formation esa.so 

Since this analysis makes Palatal Formation dependent upon Glide 
Formation, it explains why the former rule becomes operative only 
at the rate at which the latter begins to operate. 

Furthermore, such an analysis explains why consonants become 
palatal in just those cases where high vowels become glides. Since 
a mid-front vowel is never glided, it can never serve in the environment 
of the rule. In a form where /i/ cannot become /j/, Palatal Formation 
does not occur, even at high rates of speed. i'lotice :for example 
(lld), esi?, not *esi,. This would be accidental, -unless Palntal 
Formation depended on Glide Formation. It would also seem to indicate 
that i is not the environment for the Palatal Formation rule in 
Bini.-In this case, then, we can justifi/ a reanalysis in which the 
rule actually occurs in the most favored environment. 

This is 8Jl especially nice example in that it shows how speech 
rates can split up phonological processes and enable.us to see them 
at work. In this case it is an example of the principle that rules 
tend to apply in their most favored environments, 

The concept of environmental hierarch.,v is also relevant to the 
case of Japanese palatalization. According to Schane (1971), 
palatalized consonB.Uts appear before i and plain consonants before e. 
Historically, palatalization appeared before both i and e. Subsequently, 
depalatalizntion occurred before e but not i. Schane 1s explanation 
is as follows. Under certain conditions, i and~ can be deleted. 

.....kitutuke kit 5 utski 'woodpecker' 
asita -+ -asta 'tomorrow' 
ke.suka -+ kaska 'faint' 
utika.tu -+ UCkatS 'conquer' 

i causes palatalization and is then deleted. u is deleted without 
causing palatalization. The deleted vowel can be recovered on the 
basis of palatalization. Since nonhigh vowels aren't deleted, they 
can't cause a contrast~ and for this reason depala.talization appears 
before nonhigh vowels. 

But the fact that palatalization does not serve a contrastive 
function before nonhigh vowels does not explain why it should cease 
to operate. When the Russian palatalization rules. given in (5) 
and (6), were first added. they too did not serve a contrastive 
1~unction. 

A preferable explanation would be that the palatalization rule 
is disappearing from the language. This is indicated by the fact 
that in borrowings non palatalized consonants appear before i and 
palatal consonants appear before e: [pii.tIJ 1party', Ccenutoe.J 
'chainstore'. Recall that the rule earlier operated before i and e. 
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Nov we vould expect that when a language begins to lose a r-ule, it 
should lose it first in the 1ess favored:part of the envirom11ent, 
e in this case, The less favo~ed part of the rule was lost first, 
and the evidence trom 1oa.n phonology indicates the.t the rule is 
being lost entirely at the present time. If. my explanation for the 
loss of palatalization before e is correct, it provides further 
support for the hierarchy (la). 

3. Pala.talize.tion as Aaaimilation. 

lt Beelll.S to me that the task of the linguist can only trivially 
be that of data-classification. The linguist should seek to give a 
proper characterization of language in the most explicit torn 
possible, The corol1a.ry is that as linguists ve ahould attempt to 
make the strongest claims possible about the form of grammars, and 
then attempt to substantiate them. If the claims can be mainte.ined~ 
then understanding ia g~ined. If they cannot, then the nature of 
the faiJ.ure ·may lend direction to_ further research. .Explicit criticisms 
of the way in which a theory fails can serve as guidelines in the 
search for a better explanation. 

One of the reasons for the existence of the hierarchy (la} is 
that palatalization is in part assimilation of a consonant to some 
of the features of a folloving vovel, The moat palatal segments, 
i.e. the high front unrounded vowel and glide, are the most likely 
to cause this assimilation. In view of the assimilatot'Y' nature of 
the process, a likely clailn concerning palatalization is the folloving: 

{14) All synchronic palatalization rules are assimilation 
rules. 

This restriction would be in accord with a naturalness condition on 
phonological rules 1 inasmuch as it reflects the phonetic basis of 
assimila.tion. A diffic:uJ.ty vith (14) is brought to light in Ifnro 
(1971}. In Tuscan 1 > >. in all consonant clusters vhere 1 is the 
second member. A preconsonantal 1 remains unchanged, That is: 

{15) 	 c= Maro's rule (ll)J 

C+latera.lJ + [+high] / [+cons] 

If (15) can be maintained a.s a phonological rule, then condition (14) 
is too strong to be maintained. A weaker restriction is indicated 
by the following facts. Naro cites facts from Rohlfs (1966:239) which 
show that the l na.J.ata.lized after velars and snread to other 
consonants: (1) Ancient documents from the region of Milan have 
l > i only after velara.10 (2) Some 'archaic' dialects of Lombardy 
retain palatal reflexes of 1 only after velars. Thus the original 
form of the rule was 

(16} 	 C= 'Naro's rule (15)) 

[+latera.lJ ~ (+high] / I+cons J 
+high 
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This rule expresses an assimilation. (16) then generalizes to (15) 
by the loss of C+highJ from the environment,. When the rule was 
first added to the grWlllllar it embodied restriction (14). It then 
violated the restriction by bringing about non assimilatory palatal-
ization of 1. The historical development leads us to propose· a 
vea.ker condition: 

(17) Whenever a palatalization rule is added to a 
grammar, it must be assimilatory, 

This proposal leads to some interesting consequences, It implies 
that rule (15) is not a possible candidate for addition to a grammar. 
If a language has rule (15) it could only have gotten it by first 
adding rule (16) and then generalizing it.11 The claim that 
palatalization rules are first added as assimilation rules represents 
a restriction on the possible form of linguistic change, and such 
restrictions if tenable should be stated in linguistic theory. In 
additions (17) is not immediately derivable from a synchronic 
restriction, in contradistinction to Hallers proposal that the set 
of' possible phononogical changes corresponds to the set of possible 
phonological rules. There might also be consequences for historical 
reconstruction, since if a language had rule (15), we would be led 
to postulate an earlier stage where rule (16) operated, There would 
also be consequences for the proto-forms postulated. The facts here 
are not entirely clear, .and I hope that linguists will look for other 
cases with the properties discussed." 

4. Palatalization and Rule Opacity. 

There are historical changes in Slavic and Rumanian involving 
the interaction of palatalization with other rules in the grammar. 
The nature of the interaction has consequences·ror ~he theory of' 
lingUistic change, I shall first discuss the relevance of opacity 
to rule addition, then give two examples where pa.la.taH.ze.tion is 
relevant to rule addition. 

In most generative models of phonologicai change it is·thought 
that rules are added by adults, and that children then restructure 
the system by rule alteration and reordering. A criticism of this 
view has been given by David Stampe (1969), who wrote: 

But Halle's implication that adults might spontaneously 
add a process is difficult to understand. Halle's general 
theory is based on the assumption that all phonoloeical 
processes are rules which are constructed by the child 
to account for his linguistic experience, and that the 
phonological system is evaluated according to the 
si.mplicity of these rules--so that (other things being 
equal) the fewer rules, the better. It is not at all 
clear, given this view, why a process should be added 
in the first place, {452} 

One answer to the problem of rule addition isthat so-called 
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addition is failure to-suppress a natural process. For example, 
the~e is a process devoicing vord-tinal obatruents, which English 
children must suppress if they are to exhibit a. voicing opposition 
in this position. But German children need not suppress the 
process. because German has a rule ot final devoicing. If Eoglish-
speaking children were to fail to suppress the rule devoicing word-
ti:aal obstruents, a. change vould resUlt which voUld appear to be 
the addition of a. rule to a grammar. Nature.l phonology in this 
vay provides an explanation for one type of rule addition. 

I would like to claim that another explanation for rule 
addition is that a ru.J.e can be added to a grammar in order to 
decrease the opacity of another rule in the grammar. The definition 
of opacity is, folloving Kiparsky (1911), · 

(18) 	 A rule A * B / C_D is said to be opaque to 
the eA'tent that there are surface representations 
of the form 

(a) A in environment C_D 
(b) Bin environment other than C_D 

One example where tbe addition of a rule has decreased opacity 
is found in Slavic,12 There is a historical change in Slavic 'Whereby 
the segments k~ g, and x become c, J a.nd s respectively, with the 
environment being _ c:~~g:J. Darden (1970) discusses a. Slavic 
cha.nge fronting back vowels. After palatal consonants and j, a.11 
vowels were fronted except fqr the long nonhigh vowel a. 

,.. "'· *nozj-u > noz-u > noz1 .... ... 
*nozj-omu > noz-omu > nozemu 

V -*nozj-a. > noz-a  
*zud-u > zid-u  

Darden discusses·a number of details concerning this change th~t I 
won't go into, including evidence that the change took place in 
two stages, involving first low vowels~ then high vovela. Wha.t I 
vant to 	focus on here is that a motivation for addition of Vowel 
Fronting arises from considerations 	of rule opacity. Consider the 
rule vhich produces palatal segments: 

"' .., ....(19)· k, gt X • C, Z, S I I	"".'cons J 
-be.ck 

W'hen ve 	have cases of palatal segments before back vowels the rule 
is opaque by case (b) of opacity. This can come about either 
because 	the final .segments o:f morphemes have been restructured as 
underlying palatals~ to which oew case endings with back vowels 
t:J!l.Y be attached, or because a front 	vovel preceding a back vowel 
caused palatal formation e.nd was deleted by a later vowel truncation 
rule. 

Since we have surface occurrences of c, z, ands before back 
vowels, one way to reduce the opacity of the rule forming palata.1.s 



is to add a rule fronting back vowels after palatals. Then the 
pa.lats.ls would al~eys appear on the surface next to their 
conditioning environment. 

However, there is a condition on fronting specifying that it 
does not apply to a low vowel. In fact historically the long low 
vowel vae oacked after palatals a.rid j: 

stoj-m- > stoja-

meguk-aijisiji > meguc!jsiji > megucajsiji 

A possible vay to treat these facts would be to have a rule fr..onting 
all vowels and then a rule ordered after this which backed the low 
vowel. Darden, however, clains .that the fronting rule specifically 
excluded a and provides a number of a:rguments to show this. 

I agree with him that a fronting rule which excludes the low. 
vowel is the proper form of the rule, and.I think this situation 
represents a conflict between opacity and natural rules. · Stampe ha.s 
proposed that the context-free vocalic process shown by (20) is a 
natural rule. 

(20) C+lowJ ~ [+back) 

There are two possible forms of the fronting rule. One has c+voc J 
-eonsto the left of the arrow. The other has to mention 

+voe J-cons[ -low 

In conjunction vith (20) it can be seen that the second alternative is 
the more expected form of the fronting rule. The fronting is preswnably 
a learned assimilation process, whereas backing is a natµral rule. In 
order to get fronting of all vowels, a child would have to suppress 

· rule (20). A. rule vbich fronts all vowels is the less natural form 
of the rule. I propose, then, that Vovel Fronting was added in order 
to minimize the opacity of the First Pe.la.ta.l.ization rule {represented 
by (19)), and ~as added'in the most expected form. The fact that a 
does not front is to be expected: the effects of rule opacity are in 
conflict with a natural rule and here the natural rule takes precedence. 

Another case where lt seems that a rule has been added to 
g.ecrease opacitJ· is that of Rumanian. There is evidence tha.t CotnmOI! 
Rumanian had 11 rule: 

(21) C + iI+high J. I 
-low 

indica.ting palatalization before a. high front vowel. Soon after this  
period~ a number of dialects extended the rule to apply before all  
front vowels •  
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(22) C -1- [ +high J / _ 

. -low 

According to Vasiliu (1966), Common Rumanian s' vas sharp, 
being the product ot palatalization of Latins before i or Vulgar 
Latin j. All CRUlll, w changed into e after a palatal consonant: 

pommon Rumanian La.tin 

pa.lea. 

cu.nea 

This also happened when tiJ was preceded by s•; CHi.t:n.. *k.;,m~G 1,i1 > 
*kames•e. In many Rumanian dialects s1 lost its sharpness. Whens• became st e • i > ;, , 4- vhen following it : . 

(23) V + [+ba.ckJ / s 
The palatalization rule states that hard consonants become soft before 
a front vowel. When so:ft s' preceding a front vovel became hards the 
result vas hard consonant+ front vowel. A sequence of this sort 
makes the palatalization rule opaque by case (a) of opacity. We have 
segments that appear in an environment which normally ca.uses a change~ 
yet these segments appear on the surface in their original form. If 
there is no way to reorder the rules to remedy this situation, an 
alternative is to add a rule changing the environmental section of 
the sequence that makes the rule opa.que. In this case ve have surface 
sequences of ha.rd consonant + front vowel and a rule is added making 
the front vovel back. That is, the environmental section of the 
sequence making the rule opaque is changed.14 'l'he palatalization 
rule becomes opaque when s'becomes hard. A possible wa:r to explain 
the addition of the vowel ·backing rule is that it reduced the opacity 
of the palatalization rule. 

5- Conclusion. 

In this paper I have investigated various restrictions on the 
operation of the process or palatalization. I have proposed that the 
nonabsolute and unidirectional character of the restrictions on the 
application of the process o.re to be expressed -by the hierarchies in 
(1). There is no absolute restriction.against palatalization before 
low vowels; it is merely a less favored environment. I have also 
studied some of the consequences for historical change that are 
indicated by the assimilatory nature of the process. I discussed 
the interaction of palatalization ~ith other rules and proposed an 
explanation for certain cases of rule addition. 

This investigation has been a study of pa.rt of universal grammar. 
We can list pala.ta.lizution rules in various languages, but thi:.1 misses 
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the universal implications associated vith the process, e.g. that 
palatalization before a mid vowel implies pa.J.a.taliza.tion before a 
high vowel. Such implications can only be expressed by the use 
of hierarchies associated with phonological processes, providing 
evidence that such hierarchies must be incorporated into a · 
universa.J. phonological theory. 

Footnote$ 

*A revised version of s·ection 4 of' this paper was presented 
under the title 11Rule Opncity and Rule Addition" a.t the Summer 
Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America., Chapel Hill, Horth 
Carolina, July 1972. I would like to thank the folloving people for 
helping me with this paper: Arnold Zwicky, William Daniels, and Richard 
Wojcik. 

l.· The hierarchies given are intended to be relevant to the segment 
following the consona.nt to be palatalized. I have not made a study of 
progressive palatalization, but I would expect that much the same 
hierarchies would hold. 

2. This is actually a non trivial qualification. If the rule 
is.no longer active, then we can have under1ying palatal consonants. 
Suppose a language had a. rule k + c / i, so that underlying ki 
becomes ci , v.nd· that the rule then drops out of the language and a 
later rule backs i to u. Then we ha.vi:: surfuce cu, an apparent 
exception to the hierarchy'. 

3. The initial palatals in words such as &_lle~ [jylinJ 'golden' 
have probably been restructured as underlying palatals. There is no 
evidence for synchronic derivation from underlying g. There are a 
number of exceptions to the pronunciation of a as CjJ in literary and 
loan words, and it does not occur non-initially (except after certain 
prefixes). See Poppervell, 85-87. · 

4. Cheng collapses (83} and (84) as 

(89) · '[ -cons 
t0, t'f'? ~ / -· +high J-back 

He mentions no evidence ror or against the proposition that the 
rules should be collapsed in this fashion. 

5. See Cheng, 81, for examples. 
6. In IPA symbols, rh "' r, z = 5, s = f, j = d:,, c = t J. 
7, I use Wescott 1s transcription throughout the discussion of 

Bini, except for the use of J, rather than y, for the high front glide. 
8. Zvicky (1972) has discussed an essentially similar rule o~ 

English ~hich also operates in fast speech. For exrunple, Cl~euejni~nJ 
- Cl~aweJnJnJ Lithuanian. 

9•. There is either a separate rule dropping j a.tter palatals, or 
the deletion or the glide is part of the rule of Palatal Formation. 

10. Presumo..bly wha.t Haro has in mind here is that first l > .\ 
a.nd then A vocalized as i. 
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11. The generalization involved is interesting in itself. We 
be.veto move from a quite natural rule {16) toe. rather unnatural rule 
(15). In spite of the fact that the :rule is simplified by dropping 
a feature it is made more expensive in its -functional effects (i.e. 
in its nona.ssimilatory nature). This leads to some problems for the 
evaluation metric presented by Chomsky and Halle {1968). Furthermore, 
the analogical processes at vork in extending the rule to a 
functionru.ly more expensive form are ill-understood, as is the notion 
of 'functional expense•. 

12. There are two ways in which a rule could decrease the.opacity 
of another rule. 

{l) Suppose a rule 

(i). A + B / D 

is opa.que by case {b) of opacity. Then there a.re surface representations 
of the form BE. If a rule is added so that l + D / B -~·then rule 
(i) ceases to be opaque. 

(2) Suppose a rule {i) is opaque by case (a} of opacity. 

The rule predicts that A occurs before E and B before D. Then surface 
forms such as AD make the rule opaque. If rule (ii) is added, the 
opacity of (i) is decreased. 

{ii) D ~ E / A_ 
13. See Sala (1970) and rrandris (1963) for historical discussions 

or palataliz~tion in Rumanian. 
14. The notion of'· 1opa.q_ue sequence' is relevant here. Kiparsk.y 

proposed th~t opaque rules are ha.rd to learn. In spite of the 
difficulty, a child may adopt the strategy that the palatalization 
rule exists. }fnat happens then is that opaque sequences become hard 
to produce~ and a chi1d may well modify these sequences. 
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